CHALLENGE
After a strong growth, both in the brand and in revenue, the group was looking
for a solution that would simplify communication and collaboration between
the headquarters and its subsidiaries.

ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION EXPERIENCE

COLLABORATION INNOVATION THROUGH GOOGLE WS

WHAT WE DID
Support companies in the
effective and successful
adoption of Google Workspace
with a dedicated plan that aims
to promote not only the optimal
use of the platform to obtain
maximum benefits but also
support them in the change
management processes required
to maximize its adoption and
simplify day-by-day activities.
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PROJECT
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REMAX

With a gradual approach, starting from the main user needs, we have
progressively activated all the Workspace components: first of all
Calendar and Gmail and, subsequently, all the other tools.

Google
Workspace
Migration

BENEFITS
Possibility to use Google Workspace to consult property-related
documents, even during an inspection, directly from a tablet or
mobile
Consulting the appointment agenda on Google Calendar and
plan meetings without overlapping
Replying to emails without waiting to return to the office

CHALLENGE
Optimising the use and adoption of the corporate intranet by all
employees in different offices, cities and locations and, at the same
time, helping people to have an operational tool to optimise their daily
activities.

ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION EXPERIENCE

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

WHAT WE DID
Boost productivity, engagement,
and motivation by defining best-inclass employee experiences.
We accelerate digital transformation
enabling collaboration and process
innovation to adopt the latest tool
and fostering team’s productivity.
Our approach will focus on
four pillars (Strategy, Processes,
Technology, and People) to build a
tailor-made approach to offer any
company the most compelling
employee experience.
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FNM

migration on
Google Workspace
& Change
Management

Develop a tailor-made agile-approach to maximise people
engagement
Create a fully integrated solution with all business applications
Go-live for +2000 employee in 2 months
Optimize employee engagement

BENEFITS
Intranet Usage Time +20% in 2 months after platform
People engagement +15% in 2 months after platform go-live
Trouble Ticketing reduced by 12% in 2 months after platform go-live

